
Old First Ward Conservation District
What is a conservation district?

What are some example design guidelines?

Neighborhood Conservation Districts have existed to protect the essential fabrics of American communities since the 
mid-1970s. The districts have roots in community planning and many of the earliest Neighborhood Conservation 
Districts were enacted by community members who were concerned with new development conflicting with existing 

neighborhood fabric. 

Neighborhood Conservation Districts (NCDs) are usually residential 
neighborhoods with common identifiable attributes and/or history that 

are subject to special zoning and/or land-use regulations. The 
aim of a Conservation District ordinance is to create certainty 
that the fabric and character of historical neighborhoods will be 
upheld in future development. 

A conservation district ordinance is the codification of specific 
physical characteristics of a neighborhood that make that 

place unique and worth preserving. The power of 
adopting these conservation district ordinances is 

normally delegated to the legislative body within a municipality. 
Normally enacted as a zoning overlay or an individually zoned district, the 

ordinance acts as the legal mechanism to regulate things in the built environment that the 
community finds important. 

The Old First Ward is the authentic story of Buffalo’s first industrial and residential neighborhood. The First 
Ward is not just the location of historic or architecturally significant structures, but also the home of 
a particular culture and heritage found only in this neighborhood. Adopting a conservation 
district for the Old First Ward is important to protect the significant relationship seen 
between industry, residency, and transshipment within the built environment. 

A conservation district will provide a legal framework and ordinance to protect the 
essential features of the First Ward and encourage development that respects this 
unique heritage and the residential neighborhood. Enacting a conservation 
district ordinance for the Old First Ward will create a legally binding guide for 
ensuring the specific physical characteristics that contribute to this unique character will be 
retained. 

The conservation district ordinance works at the neighborhood level and will facilitate conservation and development of the 
neighborhood’sphysical, economic, and socially significant attributes. A Neighborhood Conservation District is the appropriate preservation planning tool 
because of its ability to utilize the history and community of the First Ward to design and enforce the conservation standards for the entire neighborhood. Conservation 
districts, because of the design based review,will promote the integrity and compatibility of development within the First Ward neighborhood while not placing the same 
level burden on residents as an historic district would.
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Why is a conservation district appropriate 
for the Old First Ward?

Existing:
Currently existing housing stock has 
a relatively shallow setback, 
however, slight variation does exist 

on some streets.

Recommended:
New construction setback must 
maintain the visual continuity of the 
pattern set by the street and fall 
within the historic setback of 
existing houses
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Existing:
Historically, houses had a 
relatively steep gable roof pitch 
greater than 45 degrees. Some 
houses were built in the saltbox 
form with a front facing gable 
and adjacent shed roof

Recommended:
New Construction cannot have a 
roof pitch less than 45 degrees 
and should retain a front facing 
gable.
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